CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
JULY, 2020
Next Meeting

- JULY CANCELLED

Update Highlights:
• We continue suspending meetings and organized work sessions because of the virus situation. A
few may work as they feel comfortable. So no sessions will be posted until it is deemed safe.
•
• The City of Eau Claire has begun to open up some activities. If we did, we would be limited to 100
people with safe distancing remaining in effect. We are not equipped to enforce these rules, so
remain closed.
•
• A few volunteers continue working to complete the West Side Branch as pictured below.

Summer Schedule Status
This summer’s schedule remains unknown and what we determine is safe.
The following pictures illustrate our continuing work.

Fine Tuning the track on
the line to the West Branch
Line.
Existing track required
bending rail to curve into the
new track. Kirk Olson and
Dave Peterson use our
hydraulic bender to change
the curvature by making
slight adjustments about
every 12 inches.

Pictures Dan Perkins unless noted
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Fine Tuning the track on the line to the West
Branch Line.
Final gauging is completed by Dave Peterson
and Kirk Olson. Moving the section of the track
to its new position from the old main line to the
West Branch caused distortion in the rail
alignment requiring lots of re-adjusting.
.

Aligning the Track at Right. Slight
adjustments are also made by sliding the
track with pry bars. Dave Peterson and
Byron Bobb get ready to move the track.
Charlie Peterson, a potential new
member, surveys the track and gives
direction to Dave and Byron.
It’s all trial and error until everyone agrees
the track alignment is correct. Later, we
stake the track to hold the final position.

Correcting the connection. Our connection to
the new track required new ties, however, the rails
needed a little bending to the correct curvature
and gauge at lower left. Charlie Peterson and
Kirk Olson worked on this task. Below, Dave
Peterson checks the gauge between the rails as
Kirk makes slight bends in the rails.
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Finally, into the woods on the West Branch Line. Dave and Kirk moved the tool car up the
line. The Branch Line consists of several sections of straight panel track laid out on the
graded road bed on one day and bolted together on another. As each section was bolted to
the next, the sections were moved to create each curve. Creating curves changed the
position of the free ends of the rail. Attaching the next panel required adjusting the positions
of the ends of the rails to be connected to the previous place panel by sledge hammering on
of the rail into place. Since the new track has several “S” curves, the relative positions of the
ends of the panel rails never are more offset from each other than about an inch.
Checking the Gauge at
Rail Joints.
Our rail is all from used
stock acquired over the
years. Several of the
ends were not perfectly
straight or were curved
slightly in the wrong
direction. So Dave and
Kick are checking each
connection for gauge.
Here the rail is being
slightly bent with the
bender to make the
correction.
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Checking the Tie Spacing.
Pictures Dave Peterson
Byron Bobb is checking and adjusting the tie spacing on the new track. The tie spacing is 16 inches
between ties. On the left, Byron is using the sledge hammer to move a tie to the correct spacing. On
the right, he is checking it with a steel square’s short end of 16”. He is checking each tie. When
required, a tie is added. Most often a tie is required at rail joints.

Donated Lawn Tractor.
Byron Bobb is showing Marc Brown the lawn
tractor he is donating. Byron id discussing ways
the tractor can be adapted to run on the rails. If it
can, it may replace the lighter and less powerful
speeder.

Picture Dan Perkins
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HISTORY SECTION EARLY FALL 1977

Laying Block at Doors
Pictures this Page A.Robert Johnson
Byron Bobb at left and Rob Brazeau and Dave Peterson laid the concrete block at doors during building of
the Depot and shop/storage building. The cores were filled with concrete. We all look a little older now
want more power tools.
Pouring the Depot Floor
Dave Peterson, Byron Bobb and Rob
Brazeau begin pouring the concrete floor for
the depot section of our first building. The
remainder of the floor was left as sand since
ties and rail were scheduled to be placed for
storage of No. 19 and four cars and a limited
shop area along the west wall.

Finishing the Depot Floor
Byron Bobb power troweled the concrete
floor at the end of the day. The next project
was installing windows and framing the
interior depot walls, then sheet rocking the
walls and ceiling. Lower paneling followed.
Later lighting and door and window trim
installed. The ticket area was built in the
winter. Our donated furnace was installed so
we could work in the winter of 77-78.
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